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The fermion-loop model introduced by Steinberger to explain the decay & —yy is suit-
ably modified for weak interactions so that it provides a qualitative explanation for E&—py as well. The weak Hamiltonian is phenomenologically constructed from the one-
baryon octet matrix elements of the symmetric quark model. Since these parameters
are fitted to the nonleptonic decay of hyperons, this is a model for E2 —py with no ad-
justable parameters.

For some time now the possible existence of
neutral currents in the strangeness-changing
weak Hamiltonian for nonleptonic interactions, in
addition to the customary charged currents (the
so-called "Cabibbo current"), has been the sub-
ject of considerable speculation. ' ' The recent
measurements of the decay mode K,'-yy, ' yield-
ing the reported average' for the branching ratio
of

I(R. -rr)/l(K, '-all)=(5. 6+0.5)x10 ', (1)

have provided theoreticians with a process in
which such a possible enlargement of the usual
current-current Hamiltonian can be tested. The
most successful of such (current-current) models
is that of Moshe and Singer'; it is also the "sim-
plest" (i.e. , with a minimum of neutral currents)
current-current CP-conserving &S = 1 Hamilto-
nian, '

KMS -- W2 G„)2((Jq',Jq')

+ (z„',z„') {z„',z-„')),
which preserves the ~1 = 2 rule. It should be
noted that an earlier version of this weak Hamil-
tonian suggested by Sakurai,

(2)

Ks = u 2 G„)d„,Jq'Jq, '

(3)

which behaves like a A., vector of an SU(3) octet,
fails in explaining the rate by almost 2 orders of
magnitude. ' In either case, ' dominance of the
vector (axial) currents by vector (pseudoscalar
and axial vector) particles leads one to a descrip-
tion of the process in terms of tree graphs. " To
be sure, the good agreement with experiment
realized by Moshe and Singer requires, in addi-
tion, the large SU(3)-breaking effects for ampli-
tudes involving strange mesons predicted by the
Pt/"V-coupling model of Brown, Munczek, and
Singer, " and it is this (broken) SU(3) symmetry
of PVV couplings which relates the process K,'
-yy to the decay 7t'-yy in the tree-graph de-

scription.
On the other hand, it has long been accept-

ed" that the calculation of the m' lifetime in the
(charged) baryon-loop model first proposed by
Steinberger" is in good agreement with the ex-
perimental value'

KG=v2 Gcos6sin82 jJ ' ' 4 "'} (5)

yields parity-conserving matrix elements param-
etrized as"

(B,.(KJB;)= 2' u, ( if„;F+d„;D)u;,— (6)

by virtue of the octet property. In the framework
of his model, Gronau' finds the "symmetry" val-
ue D/I" = —1 for the octet-baryon matrix elements
of KG. A best fit (and the fit is impressive) to the

for physical values of the nucleon mass and the
pion-nucleon coupling. (However, as we note be-
low, this apparent good argument is somewhat vi-
tiated when one includes the contribution from
strange-baryon triangle graphs as well. ) It is
then of interest to inquire whether this alterna-
tive description has a viable extension to the pro-
cess K,'-yy also. In the course of addressing
ourselves to this interesting question, we will
find that the straightforward extension of Stein-
berger's Feynman-graph calculation" is in es-
sential agreement with a simple soft-kaon cur-
rent-algebra treatment of this process.

Before sketching these alternative treatments
of the extended fermion-loop model, we should
remark on the new ingredient in our calculation,
deriving from the results of Gronau's" recent
study of parity-conserving single-baryon octet
matrix elements in an application of the symmet-
ric quark model" to a (semiphenomenological)
current-algebraic approach to nonleptonic hyper-
on decays. In this model the nonleptonic weak
Hamiltonian density relevant for hyperon decays, "
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FIG. 1. {a) Four charged-baryon triangle graphs
which contribute to the amplitude for r yy in the
case of SU{3) symmetry. {b) Baryon loop graphs which
contribute to the amplitude for K2 —yy; a cross on an
internal (baryon) line indicates a weak-interaction Q~)
insertion.

experimental amplitudes is obtained with the val-
ues F =4.7&10 ' MeV, D/F = —0.85, and d/f =1.8,
where d and f (f+d = 1) are the symmetric and an-
tisymmetric MBB couplings, ""and these values
are adopted in our two-photon —decay calculation.
The working assumption in our baryon-loop mod-
el for K,'-yy is the phenomenological replace-
ment of Gronau's one-baryon octet matrix ele-
ment (B, I ICGIB,) by an equivalent weak Hamilto-
nian,

K„=2V2 g, (—if„,F+d„,D)P, (x).,
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expressed in terms of physical baryon fields. It
is further assumed that X„is valid as well for
off-baryon-mass-shell calculations such as we mean to pursue below; we also choose to adopt in our
calculations the convenient point of view (as does Gronau") which has SU(3) conserved at vertices and
broken in hadron masses.

The effective interaction Lagrangian for our extended baryon-loop calculation of the two-photon
decay of the K,' is

Z~, = —V 2 g(1 —d) Tr([Biy„B]M)+&2gd Tr((Biy„B)M)—3eA& Tr([By&, B]Q)+2„,
with

2„=W2F Tr([B,B]A.,) —W2 D Tr( jB,B}A.,),

(8)

where B =A. ,P;/v 2 is the traceless baryon matrix, "M =A. ;y;/v 2 is the traceless Hermitian meson ma-
trix, " and the matrix Q =A3+A. 3v 3. While it is straightforward to write down expressions for the al-
lowed loop graphs [see Fig. 1(b)] in the case where the virtual baryons have the physical masses, in
terms of the basic Feynman integral, "

d4t 1 1 1
ppp& pk '6(m»m»m3jP = (k +k') )= —

(
~ Tr y, „y& y„(, , (10)

it is probably more instructive to present the expression that obtains in the limit that one neglects
mass breaking in the baryon octet as well as the mass of the decaying pseudoscalar meson. In this
limit, the amplitude for R,'-yy is given by

3R(K3 yy) = (4koko')'~ (y(k)y(k') outIX~(0)~K3 (P))(2Po)'~ = ge 4W2(fF+dD)12S

x [—,
' da(m, m, m; 0)/dm]e„„p,e„(k,A. )e„(k',A')k k, p', .

where S = 3 is the (equal) unitary spin weight of each graph (with eitherf- or d-type coupling), and

—', d b, (m, m, m; 0)/dm = —1/24m'm',

is the contribution of each class of insertion. In this limit one has

(12)
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so that
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I'@, (K -yy)/I'(K2 -all) =1.22x10 (D/F = —0.85, d/f = 1.8)

=1.35x10 (D/F = —1, d/f =1.5),
(14)

using the value' of 7~ 0= 5.17~10 ' sec and a "mean" baryon mass of 1 GeV. Although agreement with
the experimental value of 5.6&&10 ' quoted earlier is not very impressive and worsens in the "exact"
calculation alluded to above, where [I',h„(K,'-yy)/I"(K, '- all)],„„,= 0.78x 10 ', it must be emphasized
that there are vo free parameters in this calculation, unlike the analogous calculation in the tree-
graph model. ' In the latter model it is necessary to require a global fit of the model weak interaction
saith SU(3)-breaking parameters'" to a, certain class of K-meson radiative decays' to determine a val-
ue for the K, -yy decay rate. Note that our calculation also indicates an interesting qualitative consis-
tency between the nonleptonic hyperon decays and this (B= 0) decay process; such a connection cannot
be made in the framework of the tree-graph model.

Although the quantitative agreement with experiment we find is poor, it is well to bear in mind that
the good agreement between theory" [I',h„(w'-rr) =13.8 eV] and experiment usually claimed" for the
baryon-loop (or Steinberger) model of w decay, where

I'( ' rr)-= '(z'/4 ) ';l~(„„,;o)I'
= (g'/4w)o'm, '/I 6v'm ',

applies to its SU(2) description in terms of a nucleon loop only. If one includes the contribution of
strange-baryon loops as well (specifically the nonvanishing contribution from the loop) one finds

b (m, m, m; 0) A(m, m, m; 0) —(1 —2d)4(m-. —,m-„-,m-. -; 0)

+ 2(1 —d)b (mz+, m z+, m z+', 0) —2(1 —d)h(m z-, m z-, mz-, 0),
with I'@„(m'-yy)=20.1 eV, now almost 3 times too large.

Alternatively, one. could approach the evaluation of the matrix element

(r(k)r(k') outl& (0)IK.'(p)&(2p.)"'

(1 5)

(16)

(17)

from the standpoint of the current algebra. In the soft-kaon limit, this matrix element is given by the
equal-time commutator,

lim(y(k)y(k') outl$C„(0)lK2o(p)&(2po)'~' = —i f d'x(y(k)y(k') outlC, '[K„(0),A6 (x, 0)]l 0&,
p~0

where C, is defined by

~„a„'= c,~,'p, .
In terms of the effective axial-vector current,

A, o= 2g~Id Tr( 81y yO„B]A.,)- (1 —d) Tr([By y„B]g) I,
one finds

»m(r(k)r(k') o«l& (o)lK, '(p)& (2p.)'"=-v2 "(fF+dD)(r(k)r(k') o«l 5 fir, (,l»,
p 0 6 ) =1,2,'g5

(18)

(20)

(21)

using the explicit form for K„(0)and assuming the photons couple only to charged fermions. This ex-
pression simplifies further to

lim(y(k)y(k') outlK„(0)lK2 (P)& (2P ~)"' = —W2 (fF + dD) (y (k)y (k') outl-
p~ 0 m

(22)

on making use of the Goldberger-Treiman relation g„m/g = C„and introducing the physical baryon
fields. This result is to be compared with the similar expression for the matrix element for ~ decay
in the equivalent fermion-pair model,

(y (k)y (k') out l ~~0(0)10& = (y (k)y (k') out I gd (Ttpiysf~+ g=--iy 4'- -)
I » (23)
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Neglecting baryon mass differences, one finds the ratio of the two (reduced) matrix elements to be the
same as was obtained before.
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Strong confirmatory evidence is found for the existence of a D&3 resonant state around
1670 MeV c.m. energy; and evidence, though somewhat weaker, is obtained for the ex-
istence of a stray baryonic E~& state recently conjectured by Donnachie.

We have studied the available data" below 2.25
GeV c.m. energy for the process + -K'A by use
of an energy-dependent multipole analysis. The
analysis was done in keeping with the spirit of
duality and only direct-channel resonance terms
with a phase rotation mere included along with
background terms in both S and P waves. ''

There are several reasons why it is particular-
ly important to study this process at this time.
(1) New data' indicate considerable structure in
the differential cross section. There seems to
be a rather pronounced dip around 1750 MeV c.m.
energy and a second rather broad maximum cen-

tered at about 1910 MeV. This dip is more pro-
nounced in the backward direction (Fig. l), but
can still be detected in the forward direction.
(2) Our recently gained knowledge with regard to
KA and yN partial midths' ' makes it possible to
determine the approximate contribution of sever-
al of the isospin-2 nucleon resonances to K'A
photoproduction. (3) A very interesting conjec-
ture made by Donnachie, ' concerning the possibil-
ity of stray baryonic states (in particular the
stray F» state) which do not couple significantly
to the wN channel, can be tested. (4) New and
confirming information can be obtained regarding
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